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 At the first game of the series released for the Nintendo 64 and N-Gage, Target Deer features added realism with accurate
hunting simulation, and enables online competition by using the Gameboy Advanced's Internet-like connectivity (via the Pal
casino game, as well as two later games, Silvers & Spades and The Card Shark). The game also includes a manual reloading

feature, instead of the automatic feature found in many deer hunting games. Along with realistic simulation, Target Deer also
features full compatibility with Gameboy Advanced games. Reception Target Deer received generally positive reviews from
critics. The Game Boy Advance version of Target Deer received positive reviews for its accurate simulation of deer hunting,

while the N64 version was criticized for its lack of realism. GameSpot gave the Game Boy Advance version a 7 out of 10,
calling it "pretty fun and addictive" while criticizing the lack of the Gameboy Advanced's advanced capabilities. GameSpot gave

the N64 version a 4.5 out of 10, calling it "a bad use of the N64's graphics, with lots of ugly jaggies and a general lack of
realism". GameSpy gave the Game Boy Advance version a 4.5 out of 5, calling it "a pretty good deer hunting simulator with lots
of addictive action, and solid Game Boy Advance features". Nintendo Power gave the Game Boy Advance version a 6 out of 10,
calling it "A solid hunting simulator, but it's not quite as exciting as it could be with Game Boy Advance features such as sound,

graphics, and online connectivity". Nintendo Power gave the N64 version a 4 out of 10, calling it "A GameCube game that
should have been released on Game Boy Advance. Like its forerunner, it's a fun, if occasionally frustrating, game, but it was not

worth the effort to port to the N64". IGN gave the Game Boy Advance version a 7 out of 10, calling it "an excellent deer
hunting simulator on the Game Boy Advance that also includes online play and a built in Gameboy Link Cable". IGN gave the
N64 version a 2.5 out of 10, calling it "A fairly clunky multiplayer hunting game that has some decent visuals but none of the

Gamecube's unique features". GameSpot gave the N64 version a 4 out of 10, calling it "a great hunting game on the Gamecube,
but has very little of the Gamecube's features, such as online play, game linking, and greater customization 520fdb1ae7
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